CASE STUDY
AN E-PORTAL PLATFORM PROTECTED FROM CYBER THREATS AND
ATTACKS
THE CHALLENGE
COMPANY BACKGROUND
Onestop Security Platform Pte Ltd
(“OSP”) is a Singapore based
enterprise that offers a one-stop
e-portal; providing solutions to
security industry stakeholders to
anticipate and resolve various
challenges. OSP services include
the Security Technology Enabling
Platform, an online marketplace,
as well as various avenues for
the training & development of
manpower. Its daily operations
involve handling and processing
of highly confidential data.

“The economic consequences
would be massive if we were
to be faced with cyber threats
that we were not prepared
for.
This proactive and automated
solution not only protected
our entire network, but also
definitely aligned with our
company's vision in bridging
security
and technology
even in the cyber space.”
Jonathan,
Operations Personnel, OSP

BUSINESS IMPACT
Invisiron allows OSP to operate
smoothly and reduce its system
down-time significantly.
OSP has seen significant benefits
from safeguarding its network
from critical cyber threats on a
daily basis.

invisiron.com

The OSP team understands that having strong cyber security remains
critical for a job listing web portal, to protect its core business and
operations. However, OSP had the perception that a firewall was sufficient
in protecting their resources from cyber threats and attacks. Unfortunately,
the team soon faced difficulty in managing the increasing number of cyber
threats over time, as their e-portal was constantly exposed to such
prevalent dangers.

In order to sustain smooth operations, avoid any down-time, and maintain
a safe network, OSP required an affordable, advanced, and automated
cyber defense technology. Technology which would allow the proactive
detection and automatic mitigation of any incoming cyber threats
consistently and tirelessly.

THE SOLUTION
Proactive Cyber Defense at affordable costs
After assessing all the options in the market, Invisiron was the clear solution
that OSP was searching for to tackle their challenges. Upon deployment of
the Sentry S-1000, Invisiron began proactively monitoring OSP’s network
24/7. It leveraged on its updated cyber threat intelligence feeds to inspect
and mitigate any malicious packets that go in and out of the network. The
daily reports provided indicated the decreasing number of cyber threats
with the presence of Invisiron in OSP's network. This proactive cyber
defense solution provided by Invisiron greatly reduced the e-portal's downtime.

THE RESULT
Stealth Mode Cyber Defence Greatly Reducing System Down-time
As a job listing web portal, it is of utmost priority that down-time is
minimized for the convenience of OSP's patrons. It is a one-stop e-portal
that all security industry stakeholders can and will use. Through its security
industry dedicated e-portal, it brings people, process and technology
together by providing unique and innovative solutions and services. OSP
delivers superior and measurable values to all stakeholders who are in
alliance with them.
Reports showed that on average, a mix of more than 2000 medium and low
severity attacks are dropped on a daily basis. OSP is now guaranteed to be
safer with Invisiron's stealth mode cyber defence in place, mitigating
countless cyber attacks on a daily basis. While there is an understanding
that nothing can be fully safe from cyber threats, OSP has significantly
reduced its risks by investing in Invisiron's cyber defence solutions and
integrating them into their network.

